We prove an annealed weak limit of the trajectory of the random walks in cooling random environment (RWCRE) under both slow (polynomial) and fast (exponential) cooling. We identify the weak limit when the underlying static environment is recurrent (Sinai's model). Avena and den Hollander have previously proved law of large numbers and Gaussian fluctuation of RWCRE. We find that the weak limit of the trajectory exists as a time-rescaled Brownian motion in the slow cooling case but the limit degenerates to a constant function in the fast cooling case.
Introduction, Background, and Main Results
The one dimensional random walk is a classical model where we study the movement of the particles on integer lattices in one dimension. Simple random walks (SRW) and random walks in random environment (RWRE) are two kinds of models of random walks that require the underlying environment to be either homogeneous medium (SRW) or inhomogeneous medium (RWRE). The properties of particles such as velocity and scaling weak limit under SRW and RWRE are totally different. The trapping effects of RWRE make the particles move more concentrated to the traps which SRW doesn't have(see [20] , [21] , [25] for details and [27] for an overview). These differences make it attractive to researchers to find different features between two kinds of random walks.
In the last few decades, researchers have introduced a new model of random walk rather than in the static random environment. We consider the random walks in dynamic random environment (RWDRE) such that the environment evolves over time. One can see that RWDRE interpolates between SRW and RWRE: If the dynamic is "frozen", i.e. the environment is not changing at all at any time, then the environment is static. On the other hand, if the dynamic is too "fast" that before the next time the particle jumps, the environment has changed so many times that is almost independent of the previous environment, under the annealed measure it looks like SRW. The results that lie in between the above two extreme cases are attractive and some of them are still unknown. See Avena and Thomann [2] for conjectures by simulations when the dynamic of the environment is driven by several particle systems. For the examples of different kinds of dynamics of the environment, see [9] , [11] , [12] , [15] where the random environment follows Markovian dynamics and [5] , [6] , [7] , [14] , [17] , [18] , [19] , [24] where the environment is driven by interacting particle systems. Also see [13] under a general class of space-time mixing environments. The dynamic environments in most of the papers listed about have the mixing property such that after waiting for a long time the environment is almost independent of the past, which is a key pattern to solve the problems. The model in our paper that will be introduced below also has this (exact) independence property between the environments in different time intervals.
Random walks in Cooling random environment is another dynamic of environment presented by Avena and den Hollander [1] . We consider the environment that is totally refreshing at some points called resampling times. For some more recent works, see [3] for ergodic limits and quenched large deviation principle and [4] for the results for general refreshing times. This model is realistic if we consider sudden changes of the environment due to outer factors such as the life time of the present environment. Cooling means such resampling of the environment calms down as time goes, i.e. the gaps between resampling time are increasing. Such model also has the two extreme cases mentioned above: If the environment is "frozen" that no resampling of the environment occurs, then it is a RWRE. If the environment is too active that it is not cooling at all, i.e. changing the environment randomly at every step the particle jumps, which can also be viewed as a space-time i.i.d. environment. Under the annealed measure 1 it is a SRW.
The main goal of our paper is to study the annealed functional weak limit of RWCRE in both polynomial and exponential cooling. By Avena and den Hollander [1] , they introduce these two cooling regimes as well as give the law of large numbers and Gaussian fluctuations under the recurrent RWRE(Sinai's model). We want to study further the weak limit of the trajectory after the proper space-time rescaling. Our main method is that a sequence of measures of continuous functions converge weakly to a limit measure if they converge to that limit in any finite dimensions and the sequence itself is tight. The result shows that such weak limit exists in polynomial cooling and is a time-changed Brownian motion. On the other hand, in exponential cooling case, the weak limit is a degenerate one, which is a random constant function.
The paper is organized as follows. We introduce the model of one-dimensional RWCRE in Section 1.1. In Section 1.2 we give the preliminary result of RWRE under the recurrent case(Sinai's result) and introduce the cooling regimes we need in our paper together with some necessary notations as well as the key decompostion of RWCRE. At the end of Section 1.2, we list the Gaussian fluctuation result by Avena and den Hollander [1] . In Section 1.3, we give our main result, the functional weak limit under both slow(polynomial) and fast(exponential) cooling. The proof is given in Section 2.
Random Walks in Cooling Random Environment
We will use the same notations as in Avena and den Hollander [1] . Let N 0 = N ∪ {0}. The classical one-dimensional random walk in random environment (RWRE) is defined as follows.
for some probability distribution α on (0,1). The random walk in the spatial environment ω is the Markov process Z = (Z n ) n∈N 0 starting at Z 0 = 0 with transition probabilities
The properties of Z are well understood, both under the quenched law P ω (·) and the annealed law
The random walk in cooling random random environment (RWCRE) is a model where ω is updated along a growing sequence of determined times. Let τ : N 0 → N 0 be a strictly increasing map such that τ(0) = 0 and τ(k) ≥ k for k ∈ N. Define a sequence of random environments Ω = (ω n ) n∈N 0 as follows: At each time τ(k), k ∈ N 0 , the environment ω τ(k) is freshly resampled from µ = α Z and does not change during the time interval [τ(k), τ(k + 1)). The random walk in the space-time environment ω is the Markov process X = (X n ) n∈N 0 starting at X 0 = 0 with transition probabilities
We call X the random walk in cooling random environment (RWCRE) with resampling rule α and cooling rule τ.
Define the the behavior of X under the annealed law
where Q = Q α,τ denotes the law of Ω.
Slow and Fast Cooling: Gaussian Fluctuations for Recurrent RWRE
Due to Solomon [26] , the RWRE is recurrent if E(log ρ(0)) exists and equals zero, where
In the recurrent case, the scaling limit was identified by Sinai [25] and the explicit form of the limiting distribution by Kesten [20] . The next proposition summarises their results. Proposition 1. [Scaling limit RWRE: recurrent case] Let α be any probability distribution on (0,1) satisfying E(log ρ(0)) = 0 and σ 2 µ = E[log 2 ρ(0)] ∈ (0, ∞). Then, under the annealed law P µ , the sequence of random variables Z n σ 2 µ log 2 n , n ∈ N,
converges in distribution to a random variable V on R that is independent of α. The law of V has a density p(x), x ∈ R, with respect to the Lebesgue measure that is given by
Avena and den Hollander [1] introduced several kinds of cooling regimes that are interesting to research. For RWCRE in our paper, following their works, we focus on two kinds of growth regimes for τ(k). Let
Under both slow and fast cooling cases, the annealed weak limit is found by Avena and den Hollander [1] .
Note that N (µ, σ 2 ) means a Gaussian random variable with mean µ and variance σ 2 .
Proposition 2. [Slow and fast cooling: Gaussian fluctuations for recurrent RWRE]
Let α be as in Proposition 1. In regime (R1) and (R2), under the annealed law P,
with σ 2 µ the variance of the random variable log ρ(0) and σ 2 V the variance of the random variable V in Proposition 1.
Before we move on to introduce our main results, there are some necessary works of the model we should give to our readers. Let
is the last resampling prior to time n. It's easy to see k(n) ∼ (n/B) 1/β in (R1) and k(n) ∼ (1/C) log n in (R2). Furthermore, X n has a decomposition that will be very useful in the following proof of the theorems,
where Y j = X τ( j) − X τ( j−1) , j = 1, 2, .., k(n),Ȳ n = X n − X τ(k(n)) . A simple fact is that all terms in (12) are independent under the annealed measure. Moreover, under the annealed measure, Y j has the same distribution as Z T j for j ≥ 1, andȲ n has the same distribution as Z n−τ(k(n)) for n ≥ 1. Since we will deal with the remainder partȲ n for many times, noteT n = n − τ(k(n)) andT c n = τ(k(n) + 1) − n.
Functional Weak Limit under the Slow and Fast Cooling
In this section we will introduce our main results of the weak limit of (X k / χ n (τ), k = 1, 2, ..., n) wherẽ X k = X k (ω) − E(X k ) is the centered walk 2 of X k under both polynomial and exponential cooling. Since the walk (X k , k = 1, 2, ..., n) is a discrete time random walk and we are considering the scaled(under both time and space parameters) weak limit of it, it is reasonable to make this discrete-time-walk a continuous random walk X n t within the time interval t ∈ [0, 1]. The simplest way to solve this is to connect every two neighbours in the walk by a linear line. To this end, define
Obviously X n t is a random function in C[0, 1]. Besides, since now we are considering continuous functions, the topology on C[0, 1] is naturally to be the uniform topology ρ. i.e. ∀x,
The main results are stated as follows.
Theorem 1. [Slow cooling: Functional weak limit for recurrent RWRE] Let α be as in Proposition 1. In regime (R1), X n t given in (13) . Under the annealed law P,
where (B t ,t ∈ [0, 1]) is a standard Brownian motion. The limit in the right hand side means a time-scaled Brownian motion. The convergence in law holds in the uniform topology on C[0, 1].
Theorem 2. [Fast cooling: Functional weak limit for recurrent RWRE] Let α be as in Proposition 1. In regime (R2), X n t given in (13) . Under the annealed law P, for any a ∈ (0, 1],
where N t = N for all t ∈ [a, 1] and N ∼ N (0, 1). The convergence in law holds in the uniform topology on C[a, 1].
i.e. In the exponential cooling, the functional weak limit of X n t is a random constant function and the law of the random constant is a standard Gaussian distribution.
2 Proof of the Theorem
Slow Cooling
We start by finding the weak limit of the finite dimension random vector (X n t 1 , X n t 2 , ..., X n t k ) first. To simplify the proof, we will prove the weak convergence under the case k = 2, i.e. the weak limit of (X n t , X n s ) for 0 ≤ t < s ≤ 1.
The proof of k ≥ 3 is quite similar but takes more words. By [1] ,X ⌊tn⌋ / χ ⌊tn⌋ (τ) ⇒ n N (0, 1). Obviously
If ψ n,t is the rightmost term in (13),then ψ n,t ⇒ n 0 by the fact that all the numerators are bounded but χ n (τ) goes to infinity. We have
It is necessary to find the weak limit of (X ⌊sn⌋ −X ⌊tn⌋ )/ χ n (τ). The approach we will use is called the Lyapunov condition.
Lemma 1. (Lyapunov condition, Petrov [22] ) Let U = (U k ) k∈N be a sequence of independent random variables (at least one of which has a non-degenerate distribution). Let m k = E(U k ) and σ 2 k = Var(U k ). Define
Then the Lyapunov condition
for some p > 2 implies that
.
Recall X n has the decomposition
Define 3 the variance of X ⌊sn⌋ − X ⌊tn⌋ (which is also the variance ofX ⌊sn⌋ −X ⌊tn⌋ )
By [1] , recall that T j = τ( j) − τ( j − 1), Y j has the same distribution as Z T j ,
From this, it's easy to check that
By the assumption of (R1), T j ∼ βB j β−1 . Use L'Hospital's rule, ∑ k j=1 log 2p j ∼ k 1 log 2p xdx ∼ k log 2p k for all p ≥ 2. Thus, recall the order of k(n) ∼ (n/B) 1/β ,
Again by (C.7) in [1] , recallT n = n − τ(k(n)),Ȳ n has the same distribution as ZT n , we can have the upper bound of Var(Ȳ n ) and E |Ỹ n | p . In fact, ∃C (2) 
This also helps us to control Var(Ȳ c n ) and E |Ȳ c n − E(Ȳ c n )| p , for n large enough,
From (26) and (27),
From (25) and (28), it shows that the order of χ t,s n (τ) and χ t,s n (τ; p) is dominated by the first terms (the sum from k(⌊tn⌋) + 2 to k(⌊sn⌋)). i.e.
It is easy to check that the Lyapunov condition holds, i.e. 
In order to determine the weak limit of the random vector (X n t , X n s − X n t ), it is necessary to show that any linear combination of X n t and X n s − X n t also converges weakly to a normal distribution to complete the statement that the vector converges to a Gaussian random vector. To this end, the proof is quite similar to what we did above: To estimate the variance and the p-th moment form of λX ⌊tn⌋ + µ(X ⌊sn⌋ − X ⌊tn⌋ ) and use Lemma 1. Notice that
The key point to the proof is the expressions of the variance and the p-th moment form of λX ⌊tn⌋ + µ(X ⌊sn⌋ − X ⌊tn⌋ ) are
The last term in each expression above cannot be separated into two parts because those two random variables are not independent under the annealed measure. But still, we can estimate the last term by the fact that
for the p-th moment) for any two random variables X and Y . Thus, with the same approach, the last two terms in (33) and (34) will be dominated by the first two sums. The result is for any λ > 0, µ > 0, λX n t + µ(X n s − X n
where (B t ,t ∈ [0, 1]) is a standard Brownian motion. The proof of this statement follows the same steps as what we did in dimension 2: Consider the variance and the p-th moment form of ∑ k i=1 λ i (X ⌊t i n⌋ − X ⌊t i−1 n⌋ ), where t 0 = 0. Take the variance for example, it has the form
Var λȲ ⌊t i n⌋ + µȲ c ⌊t i n⌋ .
(37)
All the terms in the big bracket is dominated by sums to the left of it. The p-th moment form also has the similar property. To check the Lyapunov condition holds in this case is nothing new but repeat our works (24) and (25) . The details are tedious and we omit them in our paper.
To complete the proof of the theorem under the slow cooling case, the tightness of the sequence X n is needed. To this end, check the condition in [10] (Theorem 7.4), i.e. for any ε > 0, η > 0, ∃δ > 0 and a sequence of numbers
and ∃n 0 > 0, for all n > n 0 ,
Since (X n t , t ∈ [0, 1]) is the continuous process of (X ⌊tn⌋ / χ n (τ), t ∈ [0, 1]), the biggest difference in the continuous process within a given interval is essentially (with an error smaller than 2/ χ n (τ)) the biggest difference in the discrete time process. Hence we can check the condition (39) by replacing X n s , s ∈ [t i−1 ,t i ] and X n t i−1 byX m / χ n (τ), m ∈ [t i−1 n,t i n] andX ⌊t i−1 n⌋ / χ n (τ) separately. Let m be |X m −X ⌊t i−1 n⌋ |= sup s∈[t i−1 n,t i n] |X s −X ⌊t i−1 n⌋ |, i.e. the exact value of s to make the biggest difference happens. If there are more than one candidates, choose one arbitrarily. We have the following decomposition,
or justỸ m −Ỹ ⌊t i−1 n⌋ if k(⌊t i−1 n⌋) = k(m).
Let's deal with the decomposition above in two parts:
• Given q = ⌊β⌋ + 1 > 1, define the martingale {M l } as M 0 = 0,
Since the function x 2q is convex, {M 2q l } is a submartingale. By Doob's Maximal Inequality [16] , for integer L > 0,
To estimate the order of E[M 2q L ], notice that if we expand all the terms in M 2q L , it is a sum that several terms in it have zero mean. So by counting the number of non-zero terms in E[M 2q L ] will give us the order of it. In fact, any term that has non-zero mean cannot have a factorỸ j of order only one, i.e. either it is not divided bỹ Y j or it is divided byỸ 2 j . Thus, a roughly upper bound of the number of the non-zero terms in (23), it is bounded from above by C 0 log 4q n for some C 0 > 0 since we are dealing with the case within the interval [0, n]. So
Now back to the first part in (40),
Combine with (42) and 43, recall that (k(⌊t i n⌋) − k(⌊t i−1 n⌋)) ∼ (n/B) 1/β (t 
• To deal withỸ m , notice that |Ỹ m | is bounded by the maximum of |Ȳ n − E(Ȳ n )| where n ∈ [τ(k(m)), τ(k(m) + 1)]. DefineỸ * j = max n∈[τ( j−1),τ( j)] |Ȳ n − E(Ȳ n )|, then |Ỹ m |≤Ỹ * k(m)+1 , where k(m) can be from k(⌊t i−1 n⌋) to k(⌊t i n⌋). Hence,
Moreover, by the same proof of the second half of (C.7) in [1] (both Z n > a and Z * n > a mean T (a) < n), for all p > 0,
From (47), Chebyshev's Inequality, and (48), ∃ C ′ > 0, depending only on ε,
Now the upper bound of 46 is clear,
The right hand side goes to zero as n goes to infinity since k(n) ∼ (n/B) 1/β .
Back to the tightness condition (39), for any given ε > 0, η > 0, let δ = 1/K, and t i = i/K, i = 0, 1, ..., K, the positive integer K to be determined. By (26) , (40), (45), and (50),
Since q > β, we first let K large enough s.t. CK 1− q β < η/2. Then fix K and let n large enough s.t. Ko(1) < η/2. Hence the tightness condition holds, and (14) is proved.
Fast cooling
For the proof of exponential cooling, we do it in the similar way: Find the order of the variance χ t,s n (τ) then determine the limit distribution of (X ⌊sn⌋ −X ⌊tn⌋ )/ χ n (τ). Check the tightness of the distribution of the process (X n t , t ∈ [a, 1]) to get the desired result. Given 0 < a ≤ t ≤ s ≤ 1, recall the variance ofX ⌊sn⌋ −X ⌊tn⌋ is
Again by (23) , since t > 0, for n large enough,
Recall the upper bound in (28)
In the fast cooling case, since k(n) ∼ (1/C) log n, the number of terms in the sum ∑ 
Since χ n (τ) is of order log 5 n, it is obvious that (X ⌊sn⌋ −X ⌊tn⌋ )/ χ n (τ) ⇒ n 0. Moreover, notice that χ ⌊tn⌋ (τ) ∼ χ n (τ) for any t ∈ [a, 1],X ⌊tn⌋ / χ n (τ) ⇒ n N, where N is the standard Gaussian random variable. Hence (X n To check the tightness condition, it is enough to show that (let δ = 1) ∀ε > 0, lim sup n→∞ P sup a≤s≤t≤1 |X n s − X n t |≥ ε = 0.
, i.e. lim sup
Since sup ⌊an⌋≤k≤l≤n |X k −X 1 |≤ 2 sup ⌊an⌋≤s≤n |X s −X ⌊an⌋ |, we can deal with |X s −X ⌊an⌋ | in the following proof. Let m be |X m −X ⌊an⌋ |= sup ⌊an⌋≤s≤n |X s −X ⌊an⌋ |. the decomposition of it is 
Combine with (42) and 43 under the case q = 1, recall that k(n) − k(⌊an⌋) ∼ −(1/C) log a, ∃ C 2 > 0, depending only on ε,
ForỸ m , follow all the steps from (46) to (50), ∃ C ′′ > 0, depending only on ε,
and obviously the right hand side goes to zero as n goes to infinity. By (26) , (61) 
The tightness condition holds. Hence (15) is proved.
